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Data compression with low distortion
and finite blocklength
Victoria Kostina, Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper considers lossy source coding of n-
dimensional memoryless sources and shows an explicit approxi-
mation to the minimum source coding rate required to sustain
the probability of exceeding distortion d no greater than ǫ,
which is simpler than known dispersion-based approximations.
Our approach takes inspiration in the celebrated classical
result stating that the Shannon lower bound to rate-distortion
function becomes tight in the limit d → 0. We formulate an
abstract version of the Shannon lower bound that recovers
both the classical Shannon lower bound and the rate-distortion
function itself as special cases. Likewise, we show that a
nonasymptotic version of the abstract Shannon lower bound
recovers all previously known nonasymptotic converses.
A necessary and sufficient condition for the Shannon lower
bound to be attained exactly is presented. It is demonstrated
that whenever that condition is met, the rate-dispersion func-
tion is given simply by the varentropy of the source. Re-
markably, all finite alphabet sources with balanced distortion
measures satisfy that condition in the range of low distortions.
Most continuous sources violate that condition. Still, we
show that lattice quantizers closely approach the nonasymp-
totic Shannon lower bound, provided that the source density is
smooth enough and the distortion is low. This implies that fine
multidimensional lattice coverings are nearly optimal in the
rate-distortion sense even at finite n. The achievability proof
technique is based on a new bound on the output entropy
of lattice quantizers in terms of the differential entropy of
the source, the lattice cell size and a smoothness parameter
of the source density. The technique avoids both the usual
random coding argument and the simplifying assumption of
the presence of a dither signal.
Index Terms—Lossy source coding, lattice coding, rate-
distortion function, Shannon’s lower bound, low distortion,
high resolution, finite blocklength regime, dispersion, rate-
dispersion function, nonasymptotic analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
We showed in [3] that for the compression of a stationary
memoryless source under a single-letter distortion mea-
sure, the minimum achievable source coding rate R(n, d, ǫ)
comparable with blocklength n and the probability ǫ of
exceeding distortion d is given by
R(n, d, ǫ) = R(d) +
√
V(d)
n
Q−1 (ǫ) +O
(
logn
n
)
, (1)
where Q is the complementary Gaussian cdf, R(d) is the
rate-distortion function, and V(d) is the rate-dispersion func-
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tion of the source. The rate-dispersion function quantifies
the overhead over the rate-distortion function incurred by
the finite blocklength constraint. Dropping the O
(
logn
n
)
remainder term in (1), we obtain a simple approximation
to the minimum achievable coding rate. That approximation
provides good accuracy even at short blocklengths, as evi-
denced by the numerical results in [3].
In this contribution, we derive a simplification of (1) in
the regime of low d, which corresponds to the practically
relevant regime of high resolution data compression. The
interest in pursuing such a simplification stems from the
fact that closed-form formulas for R(d) and V(d) are rarely
available. Indeed, as shown in [3], both the rate-dispersion
and the rate-distortion function are described parametrically
in terms of the solution to the rate-distortion convex mini-
mization problem, defined for a source distribution PX and
a distortion measure d : X × Y 7→ R+ as
RX(d) , inf
PY |X : X 7→Y
E[d(X,Y )]≤d
I(X ;Y ). (2)
The rate-distortion and the rate-dispersion function are given
by the mean and the variance of the d-tilted information, the
random variable that is defined for a distribution PX and a
distortion measure d as
X(x, d) , log
1
E [exp {λ⋆d− λ⋆d(x, Y ⋆)}] , (3)
where λ⋆ = −R′X(d) is the negative of the slope of
the rate-distortion function of X at distortion d, and the
expectation is with respect to the unconditional distribution
of Y ⋆, the random variable that attains the minimum in
(2), i.e. RX(d) = I(X ;Y
⋆). 1 Although the convexity of
the problem in (2) often allows for an efficient numerical
computation of its optimum [4], closed-form expressions are
available only in special cases. In those cases, the distortion
measure is carefully tailored to match the source.
The absence of an explicit expression for the d-tilted
information motivates a closer look into the behavior of
(3). This paper shows that under regularity conditions and
as long as d is small enough, the d-tilted information in a
random variable X ∈ Rn is closely approximated by, with
high probability,
X(X, d) ≈ log 1
fX(X)
− φ(d), (4)
1We assume for now that such a random variable exists.
where fX is the source density, and φ(d) is a term that
depends only on the distortion measure and distortion
threshold d. For example, for the mean-square error (MSE)
distortion,
φ(d) = n log
√
2πed. (5)
If the source alphabet is finite and all columns of the
distortion matrix {d(x, y)}x,y consist of the same set of
entries (balanced distortion measure) an even stronger claim
holds, namely,
X(X, d) = log
1
PX(X)
− φ(d) a.s., (6)
as long as d ≤ dc, where dc > 0 is a function of PX and
the distortion measure only.
The value of X(x, d) can be loosely interpreted as the
amount of information that needs to be stored about x in
order to restore it with distortion d [3]. The explicit nature
of (4) illuminates the tension between the likelihood of x
and the target distortion: the likelier realization x is, the
fewer bits are required to store it; the lower tolerable d is,
the more bits are required in order to represent the source
with that distortion.2 This intuitively pleasing insight is not
afforded by the general formula (3).
To gain further understanding of the form of (4), recall
that the Shannon lower bound [5] states that the rate-
distortion function is bounded below by the difference
between the differential entropy of the source and a term
that depends only on the distortion measure and distortion
threshold d:
RX(d) ≥ RX(d) = h(X)− φ(d), (7)
where h(X) is the differential entropy of the source. Due
to its simplicity and because it becomes increasingly tight
in the limit of low distortion [6], [7], the Shannon lower
bound is often used as a convenient proxy for RX(d). The
statement in (4) can be viewed as a nonasymptotic refine-
ment of those results. More precisely, this paper proposes
a nonasymptotic version of the Shannon lower bound, valid
at any d, and demonstrates that at low d, the bound can
be approached by a lattice quantizer followed by a lossless
coder. A careful analysis of those bounds reveals that for
a class of difference distortion measures and stationary
memoryless sources with sufficiently smooth densities, as
d→ 0 and n→∞, the nonasymptotically achievable source
coding rate admits the following expansion:
R(n, d, ǫ) = R(d)+
√
V
n
Q−1 (ǫ)+O
(√
d
)
+O
(
logn
n
)
,
(8)
where R(d) = RX(d) is Shannon’s lower bound for PX, the
single-letter distribution of the source, and
V , Var [log fX(X)] . (9)
2φ(d) is strictly increasing in d.
Thus, similar to (1), R(d) and V are given by the mean
and the variance of the random variable on the right side of
(4) (particularized to PX). The term O
(√
d
)
in (8), which
is always nonnegative, is the penalty due to the density
of the source not being completely flat within each lattice
quantization cell. Naturally, this term vanishes as the sizes
of quantization cells decrease, and its magnitude depends
on smoothness of the source density.
Since (8) is attained by lattice quantization, lattice quan-
tizers are nearly optimal at high resolution even at finite
blocklength. The implication for engineering practice is that,
in a search for good codes, it is unnecessary to consider
more complex structures than lattices if the goal is high
resolution digital representation of the original analog signal.
Due to the regularity of the code vector locations, lattice
quantizers offer a great reduction in the complexity of
encoding algorithms (e.g. [8], [9]). Therefore, both their per-
formance and their regular algebraic structure make lattices
a particularly appealing choice for an efficient analog-to-
digital conversion.
This paper also develops new results on the rate-distortion
performance of lattice quantization of continuous sources
with memory. We prove that for a class of sources satisfying
a smoothness condition, variable-length lattice quantization
attains Shannon’s lower bound in the limit of n → ∞ and
d → 0, even if the source is nonergodic or nonstationary.
Furthermore, if the source density is log-concave, we show
that Shannon’s lower bound is attained at a speed O
(
1√
n
)
with increasing blocklength, providing the first result of this
sort for lossy compression of sources with memory.
The key to our study of lattice quantization is an explicit
nonasymptotic bound on the probability distribution (and,
in particular, the entropy) observed at the output of a lattice
quantizer for X . The bound is a function of the lattice cell
size and a smoothness parameter of the source density. The
bound provides an estimate of the speed of convergence in
the classical results by Re´nyi [10, Theorem 4] and Csisza´r
[11].
Another essential ingredient of our development is a
new, abstract formulation of the Shannon lower bound that
encompasses the classical Shannon lower bound as a special
case and that does not impose any symmetry conditions on
the distortion measure. An appropriate choice of an auxiliary
measure in the abstract Shannon lower bound makes it equal
to the rate-distortion function. Likewise, a nonasymptotic
version of the abstract Shannon lower bound recovers all
previously known nonasymptotic converses.
We state necessary and sufficient conditions for the
abstract Shannon lower bound to hold with equality. In
particular, those conditions allow us to establish the validity
of (6) for finite alphabet sources with balanced distortion.
Inserting (6) into (1), we conclude that for discrete memo-
ryless sources with balanced distortion, for all d ≤ dc, the
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nonasymptotic fundamental limit is given simply by
R(n, d, ǫ) = R(d) +
√
V
n
Q−1 (ǫ) +O
(
log n
n
)
, (10)
which is a sharpened version of (8) without the O
(√
d
)
term. More generally, (10) holds for any stationary mem-
oryless source whose rate-distortion function meets the
Shannon lower bound with equality.
Notable prior contributions to the understanding of lattice
quantizers in large dimension include the works by Rogers
[12], Gersho [13], Zamir and Feder [14] and Linder and
Zeger [15]. Rogers [12] showed the existence of efficient
lattice coverings of space. Using a heuristic approach, Ger-
sho [13] studied tessellating vector quantizers, i.e. quan-
tizers whose regions are congruent with some tessellating
convex polytope P .3 Although every lattice quantizer is
a tessellating quantizer, the converse is not true. Gersho
[13] showed heuristically that in the limit of low distor-
tion, tessellating vector quantizers approach n-dimensional
Shannon’s lower bound to within a term of order O
(
logn
n
)
.
Relying on a conjecture by Gersho, Linder and Zeger [15]
streamlined the proof of Gersho’s result and reported that
the minimum entropy among all n-dimensional tessellating
vector quantizers approaches the n-letter Shannon’s lower
bound in the limit of low d, provided that the Gersho
conjecture is true. Zamir and Feder [14] considered the
setting in which a signal called a dither is added to an input
signal prior to quantization, namely, dithered quantization,
and showed an upper bound on the achievable conditional
(on the dither) output entropy of dithered lattice quantizers.
Their result relied on a rather restrictive assumption on the
source density violated even by the Gaussian distribution.
That assumption was later relaxed by Linder and Zeger [15].
Zamir and Feder [16] went on to study the properties of
a vector uniformly distributed over a lattice quantization
cell, and showed that the normalized second moment of
the optimal lattice quantizer approaches that of a ball, 12πe ,
as the dimension increases. While the assumption of the
availability of the dither signal both at the encoder and
the decoder greatly simplifies the analysis and improves
the performance somewhat by smoothening the underlying
densities, it can also substantially complicate the engineer-
ing implementation. This paper does not consider dithered
quantization.
Historically, theoretical performance analysis of lossy
compressors proceeded in two disparate directions: bounds
derived from Shannon theory [17], and bounds derived
from high resolution approximations [18], [19]. The former
provides asymptotic results as the sources are coded using
longer and longer blocks. The latter assumes fixed input
block size but estimates the performance as the encoding
rate becomes arbitrarily large. This paper fuses the two
3A polytope P is called tessellating if there exists a partition of Rn
consisting of translated and rotated copies of P .
approaches to study the performance of high resolution
block compressors from the Shannon theory viewpoint.
So as not to clutter notation, in those statements in which
the Cartesian structure of the space is unimportant, we
will denote random vectors simply by X , Y , etc., omitting
the dimension n. Wherever necessary, we will make the
dimension explicit, writing Xn, Y n in lieu of X , Y . For
a stationary memoryless process X1, X2, . . ., we denote
by X the random variable that is distributed the same as
Xi, i = 1, 2, . . .. All logarithms are arbitrary common base.
The Euclidean norm is denoted by ‖ · ‖ and the Lp-norm is
denoted by ‖ · ‖p.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the abstract Shannon lower bound together with its
nonasymptotic counterpart, shows a necessary and sufficient
condition for the abstract Shannon lower bound to be
attained with equality and demonstrates (6). Section III
presents a nonasymptotic (in both n and d) analysis of lattice
quantization and shows an upper bound on the output en-
tropy of lattice quantizers. Section IV presents an asymptotic
analysis of the bounds in Section II and Section III. For
a class of sources with memory, Section IV-A shows that
lattice quantization attains the Shannon lower bound in the
limit of large n and small d. For stationary memoryless
sources, Section IV-B presents a refined asymptotic anal-
ysis that quantifies how fast that limit is approached and
establishes (8). For clarity of presentation, the exposition in
Section III and Section IV is restricted to the MSE distor-
tion. The generalization to non-MSE distortion measures is
postponed until Section V.
II. THE ABSTRACT SHANNON LOWER BOUND AND ITS
NONASYMPTOTIC COUNTERPART
A. The abstract Shannon lower bound
The (informational) rate-distortion function in (2) admits
the following parametric representation.
Theorem 1 (Parametric representation of RX(d), [20]).
Suppose that the following basic assumptions are satisfied.
(a) RX(d) is finite for some d, i.e. dmin <∞, where
dmin , inf {d : RX(d) <∞} . (11)
(b) The distortion measure is such that there exists a finite
set E ⊂ Y such that
E
[
min
y∈E
d(X, y)
]
<∞. (12)
For each d > dmin, it holds that
RX(d) = max
g(x), λ
{−E [log g(X)]− λd} , (13)
where the maximization is over g(x) ≥ 0 and λ ≥ 0
satisfying the constraint
E
[
exp (−λd(X, y))
g(X)
]
≤ 1 ∀y ∈ Y. (14)
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Remark 1. The maximization over g(x) ≥ 0 in (13) can be
restricted to only 0 ≤ g(x) ≤ 1 [20]. Equality in (14) holds
for PY ⋆-a.s. y.
Remark 2. The d-tilted information (defined in (3), [3]) can
be alternatively defined as
X(x, d) = − log g(x)− λ⋆d, (15)
where the pair (g(·), λ) attains the maximum in (13). So,
RX(d) = E [X(X, d)] . (16)
Furthermore, if the infimum in (2) is attained by some Y ⋆,
i.e. RX(d) = I(X ;Y
⋆), then
g(x) = E [exp (−λ⋆d(x, Y ⋆))] (17)
leads to the definition in (3).
For finite alphabet sources, a parametric representation of
RX(d) is contained in Shannon’s paper [5]; both Gallager’s
[21, Theorem 9.4.1] and Berger’s [22] texts contain para-
metric representations of RX(d) for discrete and continuous
sources. However, it was Csisza´r [20] who gave rigorous
proofs of (13) in the following much more general setting:
X belongs to a general abstract probability space, and the
existence of the conditional distribution PY ⋆|X attaining
RX(d) is not required.
Here, we leverage the result of Csisza´r to state a general-
ization of the Shannon lower bound to abstract probability
spaces.
Each choice of λ ≥ 0 and g satisfying (14) gives rise
to a lower bound to RX(d). The Shannon lower bound
corresponds to a particular choice of (λ, g).
Let µ be a measure on X such that the distribution ofX is
absolutely continuous with respect to µ. Denote the density
of the distribution of X with respect to µ (Radon-Nikodym
derivative) by
fX‖µ(x) ,
dPX
dµ
(x), (18)
and the corresponding log-likelihood ratio by
ıµ(x) , log
dµ
dPX
(x). (19)
The differential entropy with respect to µ can be defined
as
hµ(X) , E [ıµ(X)] (20)
= −D(fX‖µ). (21)
If X is a continuous random variable, a natural choice
for µ is the Lebesgue measure. Then, the density in (18)
is known as the probability density function, and hµ(X) is
simply h(X), the differential entropy ofX . IfX is a discrete
random variable, a natural choice for µ is the counting
measure. Then, the density in (18) is the probability mass
function, and hµ(x) is equal to H(X), the entropy of X .
It is easy to verify that the choice of λ and g in
Table I satisfies (14). The Shannon lower bound can now
Σ , sup
y∈Y
∫
exp(−λd(x, y))dµ(x)
=
∫
exp(−λd(x, yλ))dµ(x)
dPX|Y ⋆=y
dµ
(x) ,
exp(−λd(x, y))∫
exp(−λd(x, y))dµ(x)
φµ(d) , log Σ + λd
g(x) = fX‖µ(x)Σ
λ > 0: arbitrary
TABLE I: The choice of (g(x), λ) in (13) that leads to the abstract
Shannon’s lower bound in Theorem 2.
be generalized to abstract spaces and arbitrary distortion
measures as follows.
Theorem 2 (the abstract Shannon lower bound). Fix a
measure µ such that the distribution of X is absolutely
continuous with respect to µ. For all d > dmin,
RX(d) ≥ hµ(X)− φµ(d). (22)
Theorem 2 provides a family of lower bounds parame-
terized by the choice of base measure µ. In the classical
Shannon lower bound, µ is a Lebesgue measure (or a count-
ing measure, if the alphabet is discrete) and the distortion
measure satisfies a symmetry condition, so that the integral
in the definition of Σ in Table I does not depend on the
choice of y. Shannon’s original derivation [17] applied to
continuous sources under the mean-square error distortion,
and it did not use a parametric representation of RX(d). A
decade later, Pinkston [23] derived a version of the bound for
finite alphabet sources with a distortion measure such that all
the columns of the per-letter distortion matrix {d(x, y)}x,y
consist of the same set of entries. A generalization of the
discrete Shannon lower bound to distortion measures not
satisfying any symmetry conditions was put forth by Gray
[24]. The bound in Theorem 2 is more general than these
results and recovers them as special cases.
The right-side of (22) can be made equal to RX(d) by
choosing µ to satisfy:
ıµ(x) = X(x, d). (23)
To verify that the choice of µ in (23) results in equality in
(22), observe using (20) that
hµ(X) = E [X(X, d)] , (24)
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and that
φµ(d) = logΣ + λd (25)
= sup
y∈Y
logE [exp (−λd(X, y) + X(X, d))] + λd
(26)
= 0, (27)
where to obtain (27) we used (14), (15) and Remark 1.
The long-standing appeal of the Shannon lower bound
is that one can obtain a tight bound on the rate-distortion
function even without the knowledge of the distribution that
attains it, as (23) demands. For an illustration of such a
calculation, suppose that X is a set endowed with a group
operation, “+′′, satisfying the group axioms. Then, it makes
sense to talk about x + y and x − y = x + (−y), where
−y is the inverse of y (according to the group operation).
Distortion measures of the form
d(x, y) = d(x− y) (28)
are called difference distortion measures. If X = Rn and
d is a difference distortion measure, then letting µ be the
Lebesgue measure, we obtain
Σ =
∫
exp(−λd(x− y))dx, (29)
regardless of the choice of y. So, we may set y = 0, and
obtain the classical Shannon lower bound:
RX(d) ≥ RX(d) = h(X)− φ(d) (30)
- see Table II for the definition of φ(d). In the same fashion,
if X is a discrete group, letting µ be the counting measure
on X , we notice that
Σ =
∑
x∈X
exp(−λd(x− y)), (31)
for all y ∈ X . Therefore, we may let y = 0 (the identity
element of group X ) and obtain Pinkston’s variant of the
Shannon lower bound [23]. See Table II.
Throughout the paper, we denote by
R(d) = E
[
X(X, d)
]
(32)
the classical Shannon’s lower bound, obtained with the
choice of the auxiliary measure µ in Table II. The random
variable X(X, d) is also defined in Table II.
The calculation in Table II tacitly assumes that there exists
solution λ > 0 to
E [Zλ] = d. (33)
An important question is under what conditions this solution
exists. For continuous X , Linkov [6, Lemma 1] showed that
(33) has a unique solution for all sufficiently small d, as long
as d(·) satisfies the following mild regularity conditions:
(34) d(r) = 0 only at r = 0, and d(r) is nondecreasing.
(35) There exists such ν > 0 that limr→0 r−νd(r) <∞.
(36)
∫
R+
d2(r) exp(−d(r))dr <∞.
X is discrete group, X ∈ X X ∈ Rn is continuous
Σ =
∑
z∈X exp(−λd(z)) Σ =
∫
Rn
exp(−λd(z))dz
PZλ(z) =
exp (−λd(z))∑
z∈X exp (−λd(z))
fZλ(z) =
exp(−λd(z))∫
Rn
exp(−λd(z))dz
φ(d) = H(Zλ)
= log
∑
z∈X
exp (λd− λd(z))
φ(d) = h(Zλ)
= log
∫
Rn
exp (λd− λd(z)) dz
g(x) = PX(x) exp (φ(d) − λd) g(x) = fX(x) exp (φ(d) − λd)
X(x, d) , log
1
PX(x)
− φ(d) X(x, d) , log
1
fX(x)
− φ(d)
λ > 0: solution to equation E [d(Zλ)] = d
TABLE II: In the case where d is difference distortion measure,
the classical Shannon lower bound is obtained by letting the base
measure µ in Table I to be the counting measure if X is a discrete
group, and the Lebesgue measure if X = Rn.
For discrete sources, we show that if
d(0) = 0, d(z) > 0, z 6= 0. (37)
and |X | = m, then (33) has a solution for all d ∈
(0,E [d(Z0)]]. Indeed, observe using (37) that
E [d(Z0)] =
1
m
∑
z∈X
d(z), (38)
lim
λ→+∞
E [d(Zλ)] = 0. (39)
Since E [d(Zλ)] is continuous as a function of λ on [0,+∞),
it follows that (33) has a solution for all d ∈ (0,E [d(Z0)]].
We proceed to list several examples of the calculation of
the Shannon lower bound for difference distortion measures.
Example. In the special case of X ∈ Rn and mean-square
error distortion, we recover the classical Shannon lower
bound [17] as follows. Let d be the mean-square error
distortion:
d(x, y) =
1
n
‖x− y‖22. (40)
A straightforward calculation using Table II reveals that,
λ =
n
2d
log e, (41)
φ(d) = n log
√
2πed, (42)
so if X is a continuous real-valued random vector of length
n,
RX(d) = h(X)− n log
√
2πed. (43)
Example. For weighted mean-square error distortion mea-
sure,
d(x, y) =
1
n
‖W(x− y)‖22, (44)
where W is an invertible n × n matrix, Shannon’s lower
bound is given by
RX(d) = h(X)− n log
√
2πed+ log | detW|. (45)
Example. Let d be the scaled Lp norm distortion:
d(x, y) = n−
s
p ‖x− y‖sp, (46)
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where s > 0. A direct calculation using Table II shows that
Shannon’s lower bound is given by
RX(d) = h(X) +
n
s
log
1
d
− n
p
logn− log bn,p
+
n
s
log
n
se
− log Γ
(n
s
+ 1
)
, (47)
where bn,p is the volume of a unit Lp ball:
bn,p ,
(
2Γ
(
1
p
+ 1
))n
Γ
(
n
p
+ 1
) . (48)
Example. Assume that the alphabet is finite, |X | = m, and
consider the symbol error distortion
d(z) = 1{z = 0}. (49)
Then,
RX(d) = H(X)− h(d) − d log(m− 1). (50)
B. The nonasymptotic abstract Shannon lower bound
As it turns out, the abstract Shannon lower bound in
Theorem 2 has a nonasymptotic kin expressed in terms of
the Neyman-Pearson function.
The optimal performance achievable among all random-
ized tests PW |X : A → {0, 1} between measures P and Q
on A is denoted by (1 indicates that the test chooses P ):
βα(P,Q) = min
PW |X :
P [W=1]≥α
Q [W = 1] . (51)
Note that the Neyman-Pearson function βα(P,Q) is well
defined even if P and Q are not probability measures.
An (M,d, ǫ) fixed-length lossy compression code is a pair
of mappings f : X 7→ {1, . . . ,M} and g : X 7→ {1, . . . ,M},
such that
P [d(X, g(f(X))) > d] ≤ ǫ. (52)
Theorem 3. Let PX be the source distribution defined on
the alphabet X . Any (M,d, ǫ) code must satisfy, for any
measure µ on X :
a)
M ≥ β1−ǫ(PX , µ)
supy∈Y µ [d(X, y) ≤ d]
. (53)
b)
ǫ ≥ sup
γ>0
{P [ıµ(X)− φµ(d) ≥ logM + γ]− exp(−γ)} ,
(54)
Proof. The inequality in (53) is due to [3, Theorem 8]. To
show (54), note that for all ζ > 0 (e.g. [25]),
ζβ1−ǫ(PX , µ) ≥ P [ıµ(X) ≥ − log ζ]− ǫ. (55)
On the other hand, by Markov’s inequality, the µ-volume of
the distortion d-ball is linked to φµ(d) as follows.
µ [d(X, y) ≤ d] =
∫
dµ(x)1 {d(x, y) ≤ d} (56)
≤
∫
dµ(x) exp(λd− λd(x, y)) (57)
≤ sup
y∈Y
∫
dµ(x) exp(λd − λd(x, y)) (58)
= exp(φµ(d)). (59)
Applying (55) and (59) to (53), we conclude that for all
ζ > 0,
ǫ ≥ P [ıµ(X) ≥ − log ζ]− ζM exp(φµ(d)). (60)
Re-parameterizing (60) through
ζ =
1
M exp(φµ(d) + γ)
, (61)
we obtain (54).
As clear from the proof of Theorem 3, the bound in (54)
is a weakening of the bound in (53).
Note the striking parallels between Theorem 3 and the
abstract Shannon lower bound in Theorem 2. Both bounds
require a choice of the base measure µ. The optimal binary
hypothesis test in (53) is a function of the log-likelihood
ratio ıµ(X) only, whose expectation is equal to hµ(X), the
first term in (22). Furthermore, the denominator in the right
side of (53) is linked to φµ(d), the second term in (22),
through (59).
The similarities between between Theorem 2 and Theo-
rem 3 become even more apparent if we look at the bound
in (54). In a typical usage of (54), γ is chosen so that
its contribution to the both terms in (54) is negligible, and
thus the excess-distortion probability is bounded through the
distribution of ıµ(X)− φµ(d) as
ǫ ' P [ıµ(X)− φµ(d) ≥ logM ] . (62)
As discussed above, the abstract Shannon lower bound
in Theorem 2 attains its largest value, the rate-distortion
function, with the choice of µ in (23). The same choice of
µ in (53) and (54) leads to
M ≥ β1−ǫ(PX , PX exp(X(X, d)))
supy∈Y E [exp(X(X, d))1 {d(X, y) ≤ d}]
, (63)
ǫ ≥ sup
γ>0
{P [X(X, d) ≥ logM + γ]− exp(−γ)} . (64)
The bound in (64) is just [3, Theorem 7]. This bound
is first- and second-order optimal, that is, for memoryless
sources and separable distortion measures the converse part
of the result in (1) can be recovered using (64). The bound
in (63), which is new, is always better than (64), as the
proof of Theorem 3 shows. In the special cases of a binary
source with Hamming distortion and the Gaussian source
with mean-square distortion, (63) reduces to the bounds in
[3, Theorem 20] and [3, Theorem 36]. A bound that is
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numerically tighter than [3, Theorem 20] and [3, Theorem
36] in some cases was recently proposed by Palzer and
Timo [26]. The bound in [26] involves an optimization over
an auxiliary scalar, while (63) provides the tightest known
general converse bound to date that does not require an
optimization over auxiliary parameters.
C. The necessary and sufficient condition
The following result pins down the necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for equality in (22) to hold.
Theorem 4. Assume that the infimum in (2) is achieved by
some PY ⋆|X . Then, the following statements are equivalent.
A. The rate-distortion function is equal to Shannon’s lower
bound,
RX(d) = hµ(x)− φµ(d). (65)
B. For PX -a.s. x,
X(x, d) = ıµ(x)− φµ(d). (66)
C. The backward conditional distribution4 that achieves
RX(d) satisfies, for PY ⋆ -a.s. y,
dPX|Y ⋆=y
dµ
(x) =
exp(−λd(x, y))
Σ
. (67)
Proof. B ⇒ A is trivial. To show A ⇒ B, note that
the existence of PY ⋆|X that achieves the infimum in (2)
implies differentiability of RX(d) [20]. It follows that the
maximum in (13) is attained by a unique g(x) [20]. Since
(65) establishes that g(x) that attains the maximum in (13)
is that in Table I, (66) is immediate.
To show B⇔ C, recall the following equivalent represen-
tation of X(x, d) [3]:
X(x, d) = log
dPX|Y ⋆=y
dPX
(x) + λd(x, y)− λd. (68)
Equality in (68) holds for PY ⋆-a.s. y. Comparing (66) and
(68) we conclude the equivalence B ⇔ C.
The necessary and sufficient conditions in Theorem 4
assume a particularly simple form for difference distortion
measures and the choice of µ as in Table II. In that case,
clause C can be replaced by
C′. There exists a random variable Y ⋆ such that
X = Y ⋆ + Zλ, (69)
where Y ⋆ is independent of Zλ, and Zλ is defined in
Table II.
Example. IfX is equiprobable on a finite group, (65) always
holds. Indeed, in that case, equiprobable Y ⋆ satisfies (69).
4That is, PX|Y ⋆ such that PXPY ⋆|X = PX|Y ⋆PX .
Example. For a binary X with bias p under Hamming
distortion measure, Zλ is binary with bias d, and (65) is
satisfied for all 0 ≤ d ≤ p by Y ⋆ with bias q, where
q(1 − d) + (1− q)d = p.
Example. Gaussian source with mean-square error distortion
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4; indeed,X = Y ⋆+Zλ,
where X ∼ N (0, σ2 I), Y ⋆ ∼ N (0, (σ2 − d) I) ⊥⊥ Zλ ∼
N (0, d I).
Theorem 4 extends a result by Gerrish and Schultheiss
[27], who showed that for the compression of a continu-
ous random vector under the mean-square error distortion,
the Shannon lower bound gives the actual value of rate-
distortion function if and only if X can be written as the
sum of two independent random vectorsX = Y ⋆+Z , where
Z ∼ N (0, d I). Theorem 4 also generalizes the backward-
channel condition for equality in the Shannon lower bound
given in [22, Theorem 4.3.1]. Unlike these classical results,
Theorem 4 applies to abstract sources and does not enforce
any symmetry assumptions on the distortion measure.
Most continuous probability distributions do not meet the
condition in (69). In particular, an X with indecomposable
distribution cannot satisfy (69), for any difference distortion
measure. In contrast, as the following result shows, for finite
alphabet sources the classical Shannon lower bound (i.e.
taking µ be the counting measure) is always attained with
equality, as long as target distortion d is not too large.
Theorem 5 (Pinkston [23]). Let X ∈ X , where X is a finite
alphabet. Let the distortion measure d : X 7→ X be such that
d(x, x) = 0, d(x, y) > 0 for all x 6= y, and all columns of
the distortion matrix {d(x, y)}x,y consist of the same set
of entries (balanced distortion measure). Then, there exists
a dc > 0 such that the classical Shannon lower bound is
satisfied with equality for
0 ≤ ∀d ≤ dc. (70)
Example. For symbol error distortion equality in (50) holds
for all
0 ≤ d ≤ (m− 1)min
x∈X
PX(x). (71)
Difference distortion measures satisfying (37) are in-
cluded in the assumption of Theorem 5. Generalizations
of Pinkston’s result are found in the works of Gray [24],
[28], [29], who showed in [24] that the rate-distortion
function equals the Shannon lower bound in the range
of small distortions for stationary ergodic finite alphabet
sources, generalizing and simplifying the proofs of Gray’s
previous results in [28] (binary Markov source with BER
distortion and Gauss-Markov source) and [29] (finite state
finite alphabet Markov sources).
Leveraging the necessary and sufficient conditions in The-
orem 4, we conclude that under the conditions of Theorem 5,
the d-tilted information is given by (6). Applying (6) to (1),
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we conclude that for the compression of a discrete mem-
oryless sources under a balanced distortion measure, the
minimum achievable rate compatible with excess probability
ǫ at distortion d satisfies (10) for all d ≤ dc.
As mentioned above, continuous sources rarely meet the
classical Shannon lower bound with equality, and thus (10)
does not hold in general. Nevertheless, as we will see,
lattice quantization of continuous sources often approaches
(10). This striking phenomenon is the major focus of the
remainder of the paper. The next section introduces the topic
by discussing lattice coverings of space.
III. NONASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF LATTICE
QUANTIZATION
A. Lattices: definitions
Let C be a non-degenerate lattice in Rn:
C , {c = G i : i ∈ Zn}, (72)
where the n× n generator matrix G is non-singular.
The nearest-neighbor C-quantizer is the mapping
qC : Rn 7→ C defined by
qC(x) , argmin
c∈C
‖x− c‖, (73)
and the Voronoi cell VC(c) is the set of all points quantized
to c:
VC(c) , {x ∈ Rn : qC(x) = c} . (74)
The ties in (73) are resolved so that the resulting Voronoi
cells are congruent. We denote by VC the cell volume of
lattice C:
VC , Vol (VC(0)) (75)
= | detG|. (76)
The radius of the Voronoi cell, i.e. the minimum radius
of a ball containing VC(0), is called the covering radius of
lattice C:
rC , max
x∈Rn
‖x− qC(x)‖. (77)
Covering efficiency of a lattice C is measured by the nor-
malized ratio of the volume of the ball of radius rC to the
volume of the Voronoi cell:
ρC , rC
b
1
n
n
V
1
n
C
, (78)
where bn is the volume of a unit ball:
bn ,
π
n
2
Γ
(
n
2 + 1
) . (79)
By definition,
ρC ≥ 1, (80)
and the closer ρC is to 1 the more sphere-like the Voronoi
cells of C are and the better lattice C is for covering.
B. The distribution at the output of lattice quantizers
The purpose of this subsection is to express the distri-
bution at the output of lattice quantizers in terms of the
distribution of the raw data X and the sizes of quantization
cells. We will characterize both the information at the output
of the quantizer, that is, the random variable
ı(qC(X)) = log
1
qC(X)
, (81)
and the corresponding entropy, H(qC(X)), given by the
expectation of (81). This characterization holds the key to
studying the fundamental limits of data compression with
lattices. Indeed, it is well known that L⋆S , the minimum
average length required to losslessly encode discrete random
variable S is bounded in terms of the entropy of S as [30],
[31]
H(S)− log2(H(S) + 1)− log2 e ≤ L⋆S (82)
≤ H(S). (83)
Likewise, in fixed-length almost lossless data compression,
the probability of error ǫ is bounded in terms of the
distribution of the information random variable as (e.g. [32])
P [ı(S) ≥ logM + γ]− exp(−γ) ≤ ǫ (84)
≤ P [ı(S) > logM ] ,
(85)
where M is the number of distinct values at the output of
the compressor.
For a lattice C ∈ Rn, denote the n-dimensional random
vector XC by
XC , qC(X) + UC , (86)
where the random vector UC is uniform on VC(0). See Fig.
1.
fX
fXC
Fig. 1: Example: densities of X and XC for n = 1.
It is easy to verify that the entropy at the output of the
quantizer based on lattice C can be expressed as
H (qC(X)) = h(XC)− logVC . (87)
If h(X) > −∞, then
D(X‖XC) = −h(X) + h(XC), (88)
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and (87) can be rewritten as
H (qC(X)) = h(X)− logVC +D(X‖XC). (89)
If the distortion measure is the mean-square error, the
maximum distortion is related to the covering radius as
d =
r2C
n
, (90)
so that
logVC = n log
√
nd+ log bn − n log ρC , (91)
and we can continue (89) as
H (qC(X)) = h(X)− n log
√
nd− log bn
+ n log ρC +D(X‖XC). (92)
By Stirling’s approximation,
log bn =
n
2
log
2πe
n
− 1
2
logn+O (1) . (93)
It follows that the difference between the first three terms in
(92) and Shannon’s lower bound is of order 12 logn+O (1),
as n → ∞. The term D(X‖XC) is the penalty due to fX
not being completely flat. Intuitively, this term decreases as
the quantization cells shrink, an effect we will explore in
detail shortly (see Theorem 7 and Theorem 8 below). The
term n log ρC is the penalty due to the lattice cells not being
perfect spheres. To understand how large this term can be,
note that the thinnest lattice covering in dimensions 1 to 5
is proven to be A∗n (Voronoi’s principal lattice of the first
type) [33], which has covering efficiency
ρA∗n = b
1
n
n (n+ 1)
1
2n
√
n(n+ 2)
12(n+ 1)
, (94)
so for n = 1, 2, . . . , 5,
H
(
qA∗n(X)
)
= h(X)− n log
√
nd+
n
2
log
n(n+ 2)
12(n+ 1)
+
1
2
log(n+ 1) +D(X‖XC). (95)
Actually, A∗n is the thinnest lattice covering known in all
dimensions n ≤ 23. But A∗24 has covering efficiency ≈
1.189 and is inferior to the Leech lattice Λ24, for which
ρΛ24 ≈ 1.090.
More generally, the following result demonstrates the
existence of covering-efficient lattices.
Theorem 6 (Rogers [12, Theorem 5.9]). For each n ≥ 3,
there exists an n-dimensional lattice Cn with covering
efficiency
n log ρCn ≤ log2
√
2πe (logn+ log logn+ c) , (96)
where c is a constant.
A natural question to ask next is the following: what
is the minimum H (qC(X)) attainable among all lattice
quantizers? For a distortion measure d : Rn × Rn 7→ R+,
denote the minimum entropy at the output of a lattice
quantizer for the random vector X ∈ Rn by
LX(d) , infC : d(X,qC(X))≤d a.s.
H(qC(X)). (97)
The definition in (97) parallels the definition of d-entropy
[34]: 5
HX(d) , inf
q : Rn 7→Rn
d(X,q(X))≤d a.s.
H(q(X)), (98)
with the distinction that in (98) the infimization is performed
over all mappings q : Rn 7→ Rn and not just lattice quan-
tizers. For that reason, we call the function in (97) lattice
d-entropy. Note that
RX(d) ≤ HX(d) ≤ LX(d). (99)
Using (92), if h(X) > −∞, we can characterize the
lattice d-entropy under the mean-square error distortion (40)
as,
LX(d) = h(X)− n log
√
nd− log bn
+ inf
C : rC≤
√
nd
{D(X‖XC) + n log ρC} . (100)
Since the term inside the infimum in (100) is nonnegative,
LX(d) is lower-bounded by the first three terms in (100).
Applying (93) we see that these three terms are within
1
2 logn + O (1) information units from Shannon’s lower
bound, so
LX(d) ≥ h(X)− n log
√
2πed+
1
2
logn+O (1) . (101)
On the other hand, upper-bounding the infimum in (100) by
picking any lattice C that satisfies the Rogers condition (96),
we obtain
LX(d) ≤ h(X)− n log
√
2πed+D(X‖XC) +O (logn) .
(102)
As we will see shortly, for small d, the term D(X‖XC) is
also small. Intuitively, this means that at large n and small
d, good lattice quantizers are almost as good as the best
optimal quantizer.
In the rest of this section, we explore the behavior of
h(XC) and D(X‖XC). The next result, Theorem 7 below,
concerns itself with the behavior of h(XC) in the limit
of increasing point density, or vanishing cell volume. As
evident from (76), a scaling of G by V
1
n
| detG| 1n
results in
the lattice of cell volume V . Fixing G and considering
lattices generated by V
1
n
| detG| 1n
G, we obtain a continuum of
lattices parameterized by V . We will be interested in the
behavior of h(XC) as V → 0. Clearly, as quantization
cells become smaller, the distribution of XC becomes a
better approximation of the distribution of X . Theorem 7
below, due to Csisza´r [11], formalizes this intuition by
5In literature, the distortion threshold is sometimes denoted by ǫ and
the quantity in (98) is referred to as the “epsilon-entropy”. In this paper,
ǫ is reserved for the excess distortion probability and d for the distortion
threshold.
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underlining the connection between the entropy of XC and
the differential entropy of X .
For vector xn ∈ Rn, ⌊xn⌋ denotes the vector of integer
parts of its components, that is, ⌊xn⌋ = (⌊x1⌋, . . . , ⌊xn⌋).
Theorem 7 (Csisza´r [11]). Let X be a random variable and
let C be a lattice in Rn. Assume that
H(⌊X⌋) <∞. (103)
For any sequence of lattices with vanishing cell volume,
lim
VC→0
h(XC) = h(X), (104)
where XC is defined in (86).
Theorem 7 holds even if X does not have a density; in
that case, h(X) = −∞. If h(X) > −∞, using (88), we can
rewrite (104) as
lim
VC→0
D(X‖XC) = 0. (105)
Theorem 7 also holds for the more general case of non-
lattice partitions of Rn into sets of equal volume.
Assumption (103) is needed to ensure that the tails of
fX(x) log fX(x) are well behaved. If the probability density
function fX is continuous and is supported on a compact
set, then one can show that (104) holds in the following
elementary manner (cf. [35, Sec. 8.3]). Applying the mean
value theorem to
fXC (c− u0) = E [fX(c− UC)] , (106)
for each c ∈ C we note the existence of uc ∈ VC(0) such
that
fX(c− uc) = fXc(c− u0), ∀u0 ∈ VC(0). (107)
It follows that h(XC) is the Riemann sum for
fX(x) log
1
fX (x)
and the partition generated by the
Voronoi cells of C labeled by c− uc, c ∈ C, that is,
h(XC) =
∑
c∈C
VCfXC(c) log
1
fXC(c)
(108)
=
∑
c∈C
VCfX(c− uc) log 1
fX(c− uc) . (109)
Convergence to h(X) follows by the definition of the
Riemann integral.
The sufficient condition for (103) to hold is
E
[
log
(
1 +
1√
n
‖X‖
)]
<∞, (110)
which in turn holds for any source vector with E [‖X‖α] <
∞ for some α > 0. This sufficient condition was proved by
Wu and Verdu´ [36, Proposition 1] for scalar X ; Koch [37]
noticed that it continues to hold in the vector case as well.
Prior to Csisza´r, the validity of (104) under a more
restrictive assumption was proved by Re´nyi [10, Theorem
4]. Csisza´r [11] showed the validity of (104) under the
following assumption. Suppose there exists some Borel
measurable partition {B1,B2, . . .} of Rn into sets of finite
Lebesgue measure such that the following two conditions
are satisfied.
1) ∑
i
PX(Bi) log 1
PX(Bi) <∞. (111)
2) There exist ρ > 0 and s ∈ N such that for all k, the
distance between Bk and Bℓ, k 6= ℓ, is greater than ρ
for all but at most s indices ℓ.
Recently, Koch [37] showed that the rate-distortion function
is infinite for all d > 0 if H(⌊X⌋) = ∞, as long as the
difference distortion measure has form ‖ · ‖r, where ‖ · ‖ is
an arbitrary norm and r > 0. Thus, the assumption (103) is
as general as Csisza´r’s assumption in most cases of interest.
The strength of Theorem 7 is that it requires only a very
mild assumption on the source density, namely, (103). The
weakness is that it does not offer any estimate on the speed
of convergence to the limit in (104) (or, equivalently, in
(105)); such an estimate will be crucial in our study of the
behavior of the output distribution of lattice quantizers in
the limit of increasing dimension. Naturally, for the relative
entropy D(X‖XC) to be small, the probability density
function ofX should not change too abruptly within a single
quantization cell.
The following smoothness condition will be instrumental
in quantifying the variability of fX .
Definition 1 (v-regular density). Let v : Rn 7→ R+. Differ-
entiable probability density function fX is called v-regular
if
‖∇fX(x)‖ ≤ v(x)fX(x), ∀x ∈ Rn. (112)
All differentiable probability density functions are v-
regular, for some v. The function v(x) measures how fast
the probability density function fX(x) varies as x varies.
In the extreme case of X uniform on Ω, an open subset of
R
n, we have v(x) ≡ 0, ∀x ∈ Ω. In general, the function
v(x) ≥ 0 can be thought of as the measure of the distance
between fX and the uniform distribution. In fact, v(x) is
closely related to the total variation of fX(x):
TV(fX) ,
∫
Rn
‖∇fX(x)‖dx (113)
≤ E [v(X)] . (114)
Using (114), we see that a differentiable fX has finite
variation if and only if (112) holds with equality for fX -
a.s. x and some function v such that E [v(X)] < ∞; the
total variation of fX is then given by E [v(X)].
Another way to look at (112) is to observe that at any x
with fX(x) > 0, (112) is equivalent to
‖∇ log fX(x)‖ ≤ v(x) log e. (115)
Thus, v(x) can be taken to be the norm of the gradient of
the natural logarithm of fX(x), which results in equality
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in (115) and is thereby optimal. For example, if X ∼
N (0, σ2 I), then the optimal choice is v(x) = 2
σ2
‖x‖.
Since the function v(x) quantifies how much the density
of X can change within a single quantization cell, it will
be useful in bounding the entropy (and information) at the
output of a lattice quantizer for X in terms of the sizes of
lattice quantization cells.
Definition 1 presents a generalization of a smoothness
condition recently suggested by Polyanskiy and Wu [38],
who considered densities satisfying (115) with
v(x) = c1‖x‖+ c0. (116)
for some c0 ≥ 0, c1 > 0.
A wide class of c1‖x‖+ c0 -regular densities is identified
in [38]. In particular, the density of B+Z , with B ⊥⊥ Z and
Z ∼ N (0, σ2 I) is 4
σ2
E [‖B‖]+ 2
σ2
‖x‖ -regular. Likewise, if
the density of Z is c1‖x‖+ c0 -regular, then that of B+Z ,
where ‖B‖ ≤ b a.s., B ⊥⊥ Z , is c1‖x‖ + c0 + c1b -regular.
Furthermore, if X has c1‖x‖+ c0-regular density and finite
second moment, then its differential entropy is finite.
Regularity of a product density is easily established if the
marginal densities are regular, as the following result details.
Proposition 1. If fXn = fX1 . . . fXn and fXi is vi-regular,
then fXn is v-regular, where
v(xn) = ‖v1(x1), . . . , vn(xn)‖. (117)
Proof. Since fXi is vi-regular, we have:∣∣f ′Xi(xi)∣∣ ≤ vi(xi) fXi(xi). (118)
Therefore,
‖∇fX(x)‖ (119)
=
∥∥∥∥
[
f ′X1(x1)
fX1(x1)
, . . . ,
f ′Xn(xn)
fXn(xn)
]∥∥∥∥ fX1(x1) · . . . · fXn(xn)
≤ v(xn)fXn(xn). (120)
We now state the main result of Section III, which
provides upper bounds on ı(qC(x)) and H (qC(X)) for
regular densities.
Theorem 8. Let X be a random variable with h(X) > −∞
and v-regular density. Let C be a lattice in Rn. Then the
information random variable and the entropy at the output
of lattice quantizer can be bounded as
ı(qC(x)) ≤ log 1
fX(x)
− logVC + 2rCvC(x) log e,
(121)
H (qC(X)) ≤ h(X)− logVC + 2rCE [vC (X)] log e,
(122)
where rC is the lattice covering radius defined in (77), and
vC(x) is given by
vC(x) = max
u∈VC(qC(x))
v(u). (123)
Furthermore, if v(x) = v(‖x‖) is convex and nondecreasing,
then (121) and (122) can be strengthened by replacing (123)
with
vC(x) =
1
2
v(‖x‖) + 1
2
v(‖x‖+ 2rC), (124)
and if v(x) = c1‖x‖+ c0, then (124) particularizes as
vC(x) = c1‖x‖+ c1rC + c0. (125)
Proof. Observe that,
|log fX(a)− log fX(b)|
=
∣∣∣∣
∫ 1
0
(∇ log fX(ta+ (1− t)b), a− b) dt
∣∣∣∣ (126)
≤ ‖a− b‖ log e
∫ 1
0
v(ta+ (1− t)b)dt (127)
≤ max
0≤t≤1
v(ta+ (1 − t)b)‖a− b‖ log e, (128)
where (·, ·) denotes the scalar product, and (127) holds
by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Using (107) and (128), we
evaluate the information in qC(x) as
ı(qC(x))
= log
1
fXC (x)
− logVC (129)
= log
1
fX(x)
− logVC + log fX(x)
fX(qC(x)− uc) (130)
≤ log 1
fX(x)
− logVC + 2rCvC(x) log e, (131)
which is equivalent to (121), and (122) is immediate upon
taking an expectation of (121).
If v(x) = v(‖x‖), convex and nondecreasing, we
strengthen (128) by applying Jensen’s inequality to (127):
|log fX(a)− log fX(b)|
≤ log e
2
(v(‖a‖) + v(‖b‖))‖a− b‖ (132)
≤ log e(v(‖a‖) + v(‖a‖+ 2rC))rC , (133)
where to get (133) we used the triangle inequality, the
assumption that v is nondecreasing, and the fact that
‖a − b‖ ≤ 2rC for a and b from the same quantization
cell. Modifying (131) accordingly results in a strengthening
of (121) and (122) with vC in (124).
Comparing (89) and (122), we see that Theorem 8 estab-
lishes
D(X‖XC) ≤ 2rCE [vC (X)] log e. (134)
Note that v(x) = vC (x) ≡ 0 if and only if X is uniform.
In that case, D(X‖XC) = 0, and the third term in (122)
vanishes. Otherwise, the third term in (122) is positive. It
becomes larger if fX varies noticeably within each quanti-
zation cell, and it vanishes as the sizes of the quantization
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cells become smaller (rC → 0). Thus, Theorem 8 allows one
to quantify the convergence rate in Csisza´r’s Theorem 7.
Succeeding a lattice quantizer C by an optimal lossless
coder (see Fig. 2) and keeping only M most likely real-
izations of the output of the lossless coder, one obtains,
according to (85), an (M,d, ǫ) code with
ǫ ≤ P [ı(qC(X)) > logM ] . (135)
LATTICE 
QUANTIZER
LOSSLESS 
CODER
Fig. 2: Separated architecture of lattice quantization.
Applying the upper bound on ı(qC(X)) in (121) to (135),
we conclude that there exists an (M,d, ǫ) lattice code with
ǫ ≤ P
[
log
1
fX(X)
− logVC + 2rCvC(X) log e > logM
]
(136)
≤ P
[
log
1
fX(X)
− logVC + γ > logM
]
+ P [2rCvC(X) > γ] , (137)
where (137) holds for any γ ≥ 0 by the union bound.
Applying (91), (93) and (96) to (137), we obtain
ǫ ≤ P [(X, d) + γ +O (logn) > logM]
+ P [2rCvC(X) > γ] , (138)
where (X, d) is defined in Table II. Furthermore, as we
will show in Section IV, under regularity conditions γ =
nO
(√
d
)
can be chosen so that the second term in (138)
is negligible, implying that
ǫ / P
[
(X, d) + nO
(√
d
)
+O (logn) > logM
]
, (139)
which provides a matching upper bound for (62). Together,
(62) and (139) say that the excess distortion probability of
the best code is given roughly by the complementary cdf of
(X, d) evaluated at logM , the logarithm of the code size.
In other words, as advertised in (4), (X, d) approximates
the amount of information that needs to be stored about X
in order to restore it with distortion d.
IV. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF LATTICE QUANTIZATION
A. First order analysis
Lattice coverings of space become more efficient as the di-
mension increases. In this section we study the fundamental
rate-distortion tradeoffs attainable by lattice quantizers in the
limit of large dimension n. This analysis is afforded by the
bounds presented Section II and Section III. Section IV-A
presents the first-order (Shannon-type) asymptotic results
comparing the behavior of lattice quantizers in the limit of
infinite n to the Shannon lower bound. A refined, second-
order analysis quantifying how fast this asymptotic limit is
approached is presented in Section IV-B below.
The rate-distortion function can be defined as follows.
Definition 2. The rate-distortion function for the compres-
sion of a sequence of random variables X1, X2, . . . is
defined by
R(d) , lim sup
n→∞
1
n
HXn(d) (140)
where HXn(d) is the d-entropy of vector X
n, defined in
(98).
The lattice rate-distortion function can be defined as
follows.
Definition 3. The lattice rate-distortion function for the
compression of a sequence of random variables X1, X2, . . .
is defined by
L(d) , lim sup
n→∞
1
n
LXn(d) (141)
The operational meaning of (140) is the minimum average
rate asymptotically compatible with maximal distortion d.
Indeed, substituting S = q(Xn) into (82) and (83) and
dividing through by n, we conclude that (140) is equivalent
to the operational definition
R(d) = lim sup
n→∞
1
n
inf
q : Rn 7→Rn
d(Xn,q(Xn))≤d a.s.
L⋆q(Xn). (142)
Similarly, (141) is equivalent to the operational definition
L(d) = lim sup
n→∞
1
n
inf
C : d(Xn,qC(Xn))≤d a.s.
L⋆qC(Xn). (143)
For convenience, denote the limsup of normalized n-
dimensional Shannon’s lower bounds
R(d) , lim sup
n→∞
1
n
RXn(d), (144)
where recall that RX(d) denotes the classical Shannon lower
bound for X .
The first result in this section provides a characterization
of the lattice rate-distortion function for sources with regular
densities.
Theorem 9. Consider a random process X1, X2, . . .. The
lattice rate-distortion function under the mean-square error
distortion satisfies,
R(d) = h− log
√
2πed (145)
≤ R(d) (146)
≤ L(d), (147)
where
h , lim sup
n→∞
1
n
h(Xn). (148)
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Furthermore, suppose that the density fXn is c1‖xn‖ +
c0
√
n-regular with some c0 ≥ 0, c1 ≥ 0, and that there
exists a constant α > 0 such that
E [‖Xn‖] ≤ √nα. (149)
Then, as d→ 0, the lattice rate-distortion function is upper
bounded by,
L(d) ≤ R(d) +O
(√
d
)
. (150)
Proof. The inequality in (146) is obtained by applying (99)
and the Shannon lower bound to the expression under the
limsup in (140), and taking n to infinity. The inequality in
(150) is obtained by applying the bound
D(X‖XC) ≤ 2rC
(
c1E [‖X‖] + c1rC + c0
√
n
)
log e,
(151)
which is a particularization of (134), to (102), normalizing
by n and taking a limsup in n.
Theorem 9 establishes that for a wide class of sources
with sufficiently smooth densities, which includes non-
stationary and non-ergodic sources, the lattice rate-distortion
function approaches Shannon’s lower bound at a speed
O
(√
d
)
as d→ 0.
Theorem 9 implies that for sources with regular densities,
lim
d→0
lim sup
n→∞
[
1
n
LXn(d) + log
√
d
]
= h− log√2πe.
(152)
A weaker result, namely,
lim sup
n→∞
lim
d→0
[
1
n
LXn(d) + log
√
d
]
= h− log
√
2πe,
(153)
can be obtained with a weaker assumption on the source
distribution: for (153) to hold, only H(⌊Xn⌋) < ∞ is
required. Indeed, applying Csisza´r’s result (105) to (102)
and taking the limit in d, we obtain
lim
d→0
[
LX(d) + n log
√
d
]
= h(X)−n log
√
2πe+O (logn) .
(154)
Dividing by n and taking n to infinity leads to (153). The
reason Csisza´r’s result in Theorem 7 is insufficient to prove
(152) is that even though it establishes that D(X‖XC)
converges to 0 as d → 0 for any fixed n, it leaves
unaddressed the behavior of D(X‖XC) as n grows.
Equality in (154) implies that for X ∈ Rn with
H(⌊X⌋) <∞,
lim
d→0
LX(d)
n
2 log
1
d
= 1, (155)
which can be viewed as a lattice counterpart of Re´nyi
information dimension [10].
While the result in (152) is new, the statements similar
to (153) and (154) are found in the existing literature.
The counterpart of (153) for dithered lattice quantization
is contained in Zamir’s text [39]. The following result was
shown by Linkov [6] and revisited, under progressively more
general assumptions, by Linder and Zamir [7] and by Koch
[37], who showed that as long as H(⌊X⌋) < ∞, it holds
that
lim
d→0
[
RX(d) + n log
√
d
]
= h(X)− n log
√
2πe, (156)
where X ∈ Rn, and RX(d) is the minimal mutual infor-
mation quantity defined in (2). Regarding the operational
meaning of (156) in the context of n-dimensional quantiza-
tion, we note the following observations, which highlight the
difference between dithered and non-dithered quantization.
• Koch and Vazquez-Vilar [40] recently showed that if
one replaces RX(d) in (156) by the minimum output
entropy attainable by an n-dimensional quantizer oper-
ating at average distortion d, then the resulting limit as
d→ 0 is strictly greater than the right side of (156).
• The reasoning in [6], [7], [37] reveals that
lim
d→0
[
I(X ;X + Z) + n log
√
d
]
= h(X)−n log
√
2πe,
(157)
where the choice of Z satisfies E [d(X,X + Z)] ≤ d.
Since, operationally, I(X ;X + Z) corresponds to the
quantization rate (see e.g. [39]) of X dithered by Z ,
there exists an n-dimensional dithered quantizer oper-
ating at average distortion d and whose rate satisfies
(157).
Remark 3. If, instead of requiring that
P
[
1
n
‖X − qC(X)‖2 ≤ d
]
= 1 as in (97), we ask only that
E
[
1
n
‖X − qC(X)‖2
] ≤ d, then the analog of the result
in (154) can be alternatively obtained as follows. Denote
the minimum of normalized second moments over all
n-dimensional lattices by
G⋆n , minCn
E [‖UCn‖]
nV
2
n
Cn
, (158)
where UCn is uniform on VCn(0). In [16, (25)], it is shown
that G⋆n converges to
1
2πe at a rate
1
n
log(2πeG⋆n) = O
(
logn
n
)
, (159)
a result which Zamir and Feder attributed to Poltyrev. Let
C⋆n,d be the lattice whose normalized second moment equals
G⋆n rescaled so that its mean square error (with respect to
Xn) is d. Using C⋆n,d in [15, Theorem 1], one concludes
that
lim
d→0
(
H
(
qC⋆
n,d
(X)
)
+ n log
√
d
)
= h(X) +
1
2
log(G⋆n).
(160)
Substituting (159) into (160), one obtains the same asymp-
totics as in (154). A gentle modification of the above
argument (apparent from [16, (26)] and [15, Lemma 1])
leads to (154) for the maximal distortion criterion as well.
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B. Second order analysis
The minimum achievable coding rate at a given block-
length and a given excess distortion probability is defined
as
R(n, d, ǫ) ,
1
n
min{logM : ∃(M,d, ǫ) code for X ∈ Rn}.
(161)
Theorem 10, stated next, provides a refined approxima-
tion to R(n, d, ǫ) at a given blocklength and a given low
distortion.
Theorem 10. Let X ∈ R have c1|x| + c0-regular density
fX such that E
[| log fX(X)|3] < ∞ and E [X4] < ∞. For
the compression of the source consisting of i.i.d. copies of
X under the mean-square error distortion, it holds that
R(n, d, ǫ) = R(d)+
√
V
n
Q−1 (ǫ)+O1
(√
d
)
+O2
(
logn
n
)
.
(162)
where R(d) and V are given by the mean and variance of
X(X, d) = log
1
fX(X)
− log
√
2πed, (163)
respectively, and
0 ≤ O1
(√
d
)
≤ O
(√
d
)
, (164)
O
(
1
n
)
≤ O2
(
logn
n
)
(165)
≤ log2(2
√
πe)
logn
n
+O
(
1
n
log log n
)
. (166)
Furthermore, (162) is attained by lattice quantization.
Proof of the converse part. We show that as long as X ∈ R
has a density (regularity is not required for the converse),
the minimum rate required to quantize X , which is a vector
of n i.i.d. copies of X, is at least
nR(n, d, ǫ) ≥ nR(d) +
√
nVQ−1 (ǫ) +O (1) . (167)
The proof consists of the analysis of the converse bound in
(53). Letting µ be the Lebesgue measure on Rn and letting
d be the mean-square error, observe that regardless of the
choice of y ∈ Rn, µ [d(X, y) ≤ d] is equal to the volume
of Euclidean ball of radius
√
nd, i.e.
logµ [d(X, y) ≤ d] = log bn + n log
√
nd (168)
= n log
√
2πed− 1
2
logn+O (1) ,
(169)
where to get (169) we invoked (93). Furthermore, the
Neyman-Pearson function expands as [41, Lemma 58], [3,
(251)]
log β1−ǫ(PX , µ) = nh(X) +
√
nVQ−1 (ǫ)
− 1
2
logn+O (1) . (170)
According to (53), for any (M,d, ǫ) code, logM is lower
bounded by the difference between (170) and (169), which
is exactly (167).
Proof of the achievability part. The proof consists of the
analysis of the bound on the excess distortion probability
of lattice quantizers in (137). Assume that X is a vector of
n i.i.d. copies of X. According to Proposition 1, the density
of X is c1‖x‖+ c0√n-regular.
First, consider the case of non-uniform distribution:
Var [fX(X)] > 0. The second term in (137) is equal to
P [2rCvC(X) > γ]
= P
[
2
√
nd(c1‖X‖+ c1
√
nd+ c0
√
n) > γ
]
. (171)
Denote the constant
α , E
[
X2
]
. (172)
By Chebyshev’s inequality,
P
[‖X‖2 > 2nα] ≤ 1
n
. (173)
So, the choice
γ = 2n
√
d
(
c1
√
α+ c1
√
d+ c0
)
(174)
ensures that the probability in (171) is upper bounded by 1
n
.
To analyze the the first term in (137), note that according
to the Berry-Essee´n theorem, for all 0 < ǫ′ < 1,
P
[
log
1
fX(X)
> nh(X) +
√
nVar [log fX(X)]Q
−1 (ǫ′)
]
≤ ǫ′ + B√
n
, (175)
where
B = 6
E
[| log fX(X) + h(X)|3]
Var [log fX(X)]
(176)
is the Berry-Essee´n constant, finite by the assumptions
Var [log fX(X)] > 0 and E
[| log fX(X)|3] < ∞. Therefore,
letting
logM (177)
= nh(X)− logVC +
√
nVar [log fX(X)]Q
−1 (ǫ′) + γ,
we conclude that
P
[
log
1
fX(X)
− logVC + γ > logM
]
≤ ǫ′ + B√
n
. (178)
Finally, choosing ǫ′ as
ǫ′ = ǫ− B√
n
− 1
n
, (179)
we conclude that the sum of both terms in (137) does not
exceed ǫ. It follows that there exists an (M,d, ǫ) code with
M given in (177) and ǫ given in (179). Letting C be a lattice
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satisfying (96) and applying (91), (93) and (96) to (177), we
express (177) as
logM
= nh(X)− n log
√
2πed+
√
nVar [log fX(X)]Q
−1 (ǫ)
+ log2(2
√
πe) logn+O (log logn) +O
(√
d
)
, (180)
which concludes the proof of the achievability part of (162)
for non-uniform X.
If X is uniform on a compact set, then log 1
fX (X)
= nh(X)
a.s., vC(x) ≡ 0, and (137) implies that there exists an
(M,d, ǫ) code with
ǫ = 1 {nh(X)− logVC > logM} . (181)
Choosing
logM = nh(X)− logVC (182)
results in ǫ = 0. It follows that if X is uniform, then there
exists an (M,d, 0) code with
logM = nh(X)− n log
√
2πed
+ log2(2
√
πe) logn+O (log logn) . (183)
It can be shown [2] that (167) continues to hold for finite
alphabet sources. The O (1) lower bound on the third order
term in (167) presents an improvement for the cases where
Shannon’s lower bound is tight over the general − 12 logn+
O (1) lower bound shown in [3] .
We conclude this section with a result that provides an
estimate of the speed of convergence to R(d) for sources
with memory. At this level of generality, even a first order
asymptotic analysis is highly nontrivial, and no second-order
results exist to date. Theorem 11 below shows that for
a class of sources with memory, the rate of approach to
the rate-distortion function is of order 1√
n
. Even though
Theorem 11 does not specify the constant in front of 1√
n
, it
presents a step forward in the notoriously difficult problem
of quantifying the rate-distortion tradeoffs for sources with
memory. Theorem 11 is an easy implication of the approach
developed in Section II and Section III.
Theorem 11. Let the random process X1, X2, . . . be such
that the density fXn is log-concave and c1‖xn‖ + c0√n-
regular with some c0 ≥ 0, c1 ≥ 0, and that the expectation
of the norm of Xn is bounded as in (149). For the compres-
sion of X1, X2, . . . under mean-square error distortion, it
holds that
R(n, d, ǫ) = R(d)+
q(ǫ)√
n
+O
(√
d
)
+O
(
logn
n
)
, (184)
where R(d) is given in (145), and
−
√
1
1− ǫ ≤ q(ǫ) ≤
√
1
ǫ
. (185)
Moreover, (184) is attained by lattice quantization.
Proof of the converse part. We weaken (54) by choosing
γ = 12 logn and letting µ be the Lebesgue measure to
deduce that the parameters of any (M,d, ǫ) code must
satisfy the inequality
ǫ ≥ 1− P
[
log
1
fX(X)
− φ(d) < logM + 1
2
log n
]
− 1√
n
.
(186)
For
logM = h(X)−φ(d)−
√
Var [fX(X)]
1− ǫ′ − 1√
n
− 1
2
logn, (187)
we observe that due to Chebyshev’s inequality, the probabil-
ity in the right side of (186) is upper-bounded by 1−ǫ′− 1√
n
.
We conclude that ǫ ≥ ǫ′, which implies the validity of the
converse part of (184) when combined with the recent result
of Fradelizi et al. [42, Theorem 2.3], which states that as
long as X ∈ Rn has log-concave density,
Var [log fX(X)] ≤ n. (188)
Proof of the achievability part. The proof mimics the proof
of the achievability part of Theorem 10, replacing the
application of the Berry-Essee´n theorem by Chebyshev’s
inequality. Namely, due to (149), (173) continues to hold.
By Chebyshev’s inequality,
P
[
log
1
fX(X)
− h(X) ≥
√
Var [fX(X)]
ǫ′
]
≤ ǫ′. (189)
Letting
logM = h(X)− logVC +
√
Var [fX(X)]
ǫ′
+ γ, (190)
ǫ′ = ǫ− 1
n
, (191)
where γ is chosen as in (174), we conclude that the sum of
both terms in (137) does not exceed ǫ. The proof is complete
upon applying (188).
V. BEYOND MSE DISTORTION
Section III discussed lattices that are good for cover-
ing with respect the Euclidean norm, and accordingly, the
asymptotic analysis in Section IV focused on the mean-
square error distortion. This section summarizes how to gen-
eralize those results to a wider class of distortion measures.
We consider distortion measures of form
d(x, y) = d(n−
1
p ‖W(x− y)‖p) (192)
whereW is an n×n invertible matrix, ‖·‖p is the Lp norm in
R
n, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, and d : R+ 7→ R+ is right-continuous. The
scaling by n−
1
p in (192) is chosen so that the distortion does
not have a tendency to increase with increasing dimension
n.
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Example. Scaled weighted Lp norm distortion fits the frame-
work of (192):
d(x, y) = n−
s
p ‖W(x − y)‖sp, (193)
where s > 0. Plugging s = 2 and p = 2 in (193) one
recovers the MSE distortion measure. An interesting special
case is that of the L∞ norm, which corresponds to the
distortion measure
d(xn, yn) = max
1≤i≤n
|xi − yi|s. (194)
Example. Weighted MSE distortion measure also fits the
framework of (192):
d(x, y) =
1
n
‖W(x− y)‖22. (195)
Defining the nearest-neighbor quantizer and the lattice
covering radius in terms of weighted (byW) Lp norm, rather
than the Euclidean norm, one can generalize Section III to
distortion measures of type (192). The maximum distortion
is related to the (weighted Lp) covering radius as
rC = n
1
p r(d), (196)
r(d) , inf{r ≥ 0: d(r) ≤ d}. (197)
If d : R+ 7→ R+ is invertible, then simply r(d) = d−1 (d).
For example, the distortion measure in (193) corresponds to
d (r) = rs; therefore, r(d) = s
√
d. The lattice cell volume
can be expressed as
logVC = n log rC + log bn,p + log | detW| − n log ρC ,
(198)
where bn,p is the volume of a unit L
p ball:
bn,p ,
(
2Γ
(
1
p
+ 1
))n
Γ
(
n
p
+ 1
) . (199)
A curious special case is that of L∞ norm, which corre-
sponds to the distortion measure in (194): since an L∞ ball
is simply a cube, the cubic lattice quantizer attains the best
covering efficiency ρC = 1.
Substituting (198) into (89), we express the entropy at the
output of the weighted Lp quantizer based on lattice C as
H (qC(X)) = h(X)− n log rC − log bn,p − log | detW|
+ n log ρC +D(X‖XC). (200)
By Stirling’s approximation, as n → ∞, (199) expands
as
log bn,p = n log cp − n
p
logn− 1
2
logn+O (1) , p <∞,
(201)
log bn,∞ = n log c∞ = 2n, (202)
where
cp , 2Γ
(
1
p
+ 1
)
(pe)
1
p , p <∞, (203)
c∞ , lim
p→∞
cp = 2. (204)
To study the covering efficiency of lattices with respect to
d, we invoke the following result of Rogers to complement
Rogers’ Theorem 6:
Theorem 12 (Rogers [12, Theorem 5.8], generalization of
Theorem 6). For each n ≥ 3, there exists an n-dimensional
lattice Cn with covering efficiency (with respect to any norm)
n log ρCn ≤ logn (log2 n+ c log logn) , (205)
where c is a constant.
When particularized to the Euclidean norm, Theorem 12
presents a weakened version of Theorem 6.
It follows from (200), (201), (202) and Theorem 12 that
for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, the lattice d-entropy with respect to the
distortion measure d satisfies, as n→∞,
LX(d) ≥ h(X)− n log r(d) − n log cp − log | detW|
+
1
2
logn+O (1) , (206)
LX(d) ≤ h(X)− n log r(d) − n log cp − log | detW|
+D(X‖XC) +O (logn) . (207)
Plugging r(d) =
√
d, c2 =
√
2πe and W = I into (206)
and (207), one recovers the corresponding bounds for the
mean-square error distortion, namely, (101) and (102).
It is enlightening to compare (206) with Shannon’s lower
bound. For the distortion measure in (193), a direct calcu-
lation using Table II shows that Shannon’s lower bound is
given by, for n→∞,
RX(d) = h(X) +
n
s
log
1
d
− n
p
logn− log bn,p + n
s
log
n
se
− log Γ
(n
s
+ 1
)
− log | detW| (208)
= h(X) +
n
s
log
1
d
− n log cp − log | detW|+ O (1) ,
(209)
which up to the terms of order 12 logn+O (1) is the same as
a particularization of (206) to the distortion in (193). More
generally, if d(·) is differentiable at 0 and 0 < d′(0) < ∞,
then by Taylor’s approximation,
r(d) =
d
d′(0)
+ o (d) . (210)
If d′(0) = . . . = d(s−1)(0) = 0, and 0 < d(s)(0) <∞, then
r(d) = s
√
s! d
d(s)(0)
+ o
(
s
√
d
)
. (211)
Suppose further that d(·) in the right side of (192) satisfies
Linkov’s regularity conditions (34)–(36). Then, [6, Corollar-
ies 1, 2] imply that
RX(d) = h(X) +
n
s
log
d(s)(0)
s!d
− n log cp − log | detW|
+ n o (1) +O (1) , (212)
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where o (1) denotes a term that vanishes (uniformly in n)
as d → 0, and O (1) denotes a term that is bounded by a
constant. Again, up to the remainder terms, this coincides
with (206).
Next, we study the behavior of (207), which requires the
following notion of regularity with respect to a weighted Lq
distance: a differentiable probability density function fX is
v-regular if
‖W−1∇fX(x)‖q ≤ v(x)fX(x), ∀x ∈ Rn. (213)
Theorem 8 generalizes as follows:
Theorem 13. Let 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and let 1
p
+ 1
q
= 1. Let X be
a random variable with h(X) > −∞ and v-regular density
(according to (213)). Let C be a lattice in Rn. Then the
information random variable and the entropy at the output
of lattice quantizer formed for the distortion in (192) can
be bounded as (121) and (122), respectively, with VC in
(198). Furthermore, if v(x) = v(‖Wx‖p) is convex and
nondecreasing, then (121) and (122) can be strengthened
by replacing (123) with
vC(x) =
1
2
v(‖Wx‖p) + 1
2
v(‖Wx‖p + 2rC), (214)
and if v(x) = c1‖Wx‖p + c0, then (214) particularizes as
vC(x) = c1‖Wx‖p + c1rC + c0. (215)
Proof. The reasoning leading up to (128) is adjusted as:
|log fX(a)− log fX(b)|
=
∣∣∣∣
∫ 1
0
(
W−1∇ log fX(ta+ (1− t)b),W(a− b)
)
dt
∣∣∣∣
(216)
≤ ‖W(a− b)‖p log e
∫ 1
0
v(ta+ (1− t)b)dt (217)
≤ max
0≤t≤1
v(ta+ (1 − t)b)‖W(a− b)‖p log e, (218)
where (217) is by Ho¨lder’s inequality. The proof of (214)
and (215) is identical to the proof of (124) and (125).
We are now prepared to state the generalizations of the
asymptotic results in Section IV to non-MSE distortion
measures.
Theorem 9 generalizes to the distortion measure in (192)
as follows.
Theorem 14. Consider a random process X1, X2, . . . and
a sequence of distortion measures given by (192) with W =
Wn such that the limit
ω , lim
n→∞
1
n
log | detWn| (219)
exists and finite.
The lattice rate-distortion function satisfies,
h− log r(d) − log cp − ω ≤ L(d), (220)
and h is defined in (148). Furthermore, suppose that p ≥ 2
and that the density fXn is c1‖Wnxn‖p+c0n 1p -regular with
some c0 ≥ 0, c1 ≥ 0, and that there exists a constant α > 0
such that
E [‖WnXn‖p] ≤ n 1pα. (221)
Then, as d→ 0, the lattice rate-distortion function is upper
bounded by,
L(d) ≤ h− log r(d) − log cp − ω +O (r(d)) . (222)
Proof. The lower bound in (220) follows from (206). To
show (222), we apply the bound
D(X‖XC) (223)
≤ 2n 1p r(d)
(
c1E [‖WnX‖p] + c1n 1p r(d) + c0n 1p
)
log e,
which is a particularization of (134), to (102), we normalize
by n and we take a limsup in n.
Using (209), we see that for the distortion measure in
(193), Shannon’s lower bound is given by
R(d) = h+
1
s
log
1
d
− log cp − ω, (224)
which coincides with (220). More generally, if d(·) satisfies
Linkov’s conditions (34)–(36), observe using (210), (211)
and (212) that
R(d) = h− log r(d)− log cp−ω+ o (1) , d→ 0. (225)
It follows from Theorem 14 that for a large class of distor-
tion measures, the lattice rate-distortion function approaches
the Shannon lower bound as d→ 0:
L(d) = R(d) + o (1) , d→ 0. (226)
Theorem 10 generalizes as follows.
Theorem 15 (Generalization of Theorem 10). Let p ≥ 2.
Assume that the density of X satisfies,
|f ′
X
(x)| ≤ (c1|x|+ c0)fX(x), ∀x ∈ R, (227)
where c0 ≥ 0 and c1 ≥ 0, and that E
[| log fX(X)|3] < ∞
and E
[|X|2q] <∞, where 1
p
+ 1
q
= 1. Consider a sequence
of distortion measures of type (192) with d(·) satisfying
Linkov’s conditions (34)–(36), and W = Wn is such that
1
n
log |detWn| = ω +O
(
logn
n
)
, (228)
for some ω ∈ R, and that the minimum singular value of
Wn is bounded below by some σ > 0. For the compression
of the source consisting of i.i.d. copies of X under such
distortion measure, it holds that
R(n, d, ǫ) = R(d) +
√
V
n
Q−1 (ǫ) + o (1) +O
(
logn
n
)
,
(229)
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where and R(d) and V are given by the mean and the
variance of
X(X, d) = log
1
fX(X)
− log r(d) − log cp − ω, (230)
respectively, and o (1) denotes a term that vanishes uni-
formly in n as d → 0. For d in (193), o (1) can be refined
to O
(
s
√
d
)
. Lattice quantization attains (229).
Proof. The only observation required for the proof of Theo-
rem 10 to apply is the following. If X is a vector of n i.i.d.
copies of X, by (227) and Proposition 1 it holds that 6
‖∇fX(x)‖q ≤
(
c1‖x‖q + c0n 1q
)
fX(x). (231)
It follows that
‖Wn∇fX(x)‖q ≤ (c1‖Wnx‖q + c0n
1
q )σ−2fX(x), (232)
that is, X has a regular density in the sense of (213), and
Theorem 13 can be applied in the same manner Theorem 8
is used in the proof of Theorem 10.
Note that (229) does not require the distortion measure
to be separable.
VI. CONCLUSION
Shannon’s lower bound provides a powerful tool to study
the rate-distortion function. We started the discussion by pre-
senting an abstract Shannon’s lower bound in Theorem 2 and
its nonasymptotic analog in Theorem 3. Theorem 4 states
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the Shannon
lower bound to be attained exactly. According to Pinkston’s
Theorem 5, all finite alphabet sources satisfy that condition
for a range of low distortions. Whenever the Shannon lower
bound is attained exactly, the d-tilted information in x also
admits a simple representation as the difference between the
information in x and a term that depends only on tolerated
distortion d (see (66)). This implies in particular that the
rate-dispersion function of a discrete memoryless source
with a balanced distortion measure is given simply by the
varentropy of the source, as long as the target distortion is
low enough.
Although continuous sources rarely attain Shannon’s
lower bound exactly, they often approach it closely at low
distortions. For a class of sources whose densities satisfy
a smoothness condition, Theorem 8 presents a new bound
on the output entropy of lattice quantizers in terms of the
differential entropy of the source and the size of the lattice
cells. The gap between the lattice achievability bound in
Theorem 8 and the Shannon lower bound can be explicitly
bounded in terms of the target distortion, the source di-
mension and the lattice covering efficiency. Theorem 8 also
presents a bound on the information random variable at the
output of lattice quantizers. That latter bound is particularly
6Note that Proposition 1 applies to any norm.
useful for quantifying the nonasymptotic fundamental limits
of lattice quantization.
Leveraging the bound in Theorem 8, we evaluated the
best performance theoretically attainable by variable-length
lattice quantization of general (i.e. not necessarily ergodic
or stationary) real-valued sources in the limit of large
dimension (Theorem 9). For high definition quantization
of stationary memoryless sources whose densities satisfy a
smoothness condition, we showed a Gaussian approximation
expansion of the minimum achievable source coding rate
(Theorem 10). The appeal of the new expansion is its
explicit nature and a simpler form compared to the more
general result in [3]. Going beyond memoryless sources, we
showed that for a class of sources with memory, the Shannon
lower bound is attained at a speed O
(
1√
n
)
with increasing
blocklength (Theorem 11). The engineering implication is
that as long as the dimension n is not too small and the
target distortion is not too large, a separated architecture of
a lattice quantizer followed by a lossless coder displayed
in Fig. 2 is nearly optimal. Using a lattice with covering
efficiency ρC induces a penalty of log ρC to the attainable
nonasymptotic coding rate. If the simplest uniform scalar
quantizer is used, the penalty due to its covering inefficiency
is still only 12 log
πe
2 ≈ 1.05 bits per sample.
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